Congregation of the Holy Spirit
Province of the United States
Libermann Hall
Nurses’ Aide Position Description

Description
The Nurses’ Aide position at Libermann Hall covers up to seven 8-hour shifts (10:00 PM – 6:00 AM) during the week (Monday-Sunday). The NA position assures the safety of the residents during the night hours and attends to some of the physical needs of the residents at Libermann Hall as necessary.

The Nurses’ Aide position is a part-time position and reports directly to the Managing Nurse. Competitive Salary commensurate with qualifications and experience.

Qualifications
- Some related work experience
- Dependable
- Trustworthy

Principal Duties and Responsibilities
- Works under the direction of the Managing Nurse
- Responds to call lights to provide needed assistance
- Provides safety
- Checks regularly on the needs of the residents throughout the night
- Assists with transferring and ambulating when necessary
- Monitors patients for adverse reactions to medications and treatments and report to RN
- Monitors patients for change in health status and reports to RN

Contact: Email resumes@spiritans.org or leave a message at the Spiritan Center at (412) 835-3510.